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Desire2Learn for Higher Education CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Creating an engaging online or web-enhanced class in the Desire2Learn Learning Environment doesn't have to be difficult. The easy-to-follow recipes in this cookbook guide you through everything from getting your course ready for students to calculating final grades.


	"Desire2Learn for Higher Education Cookbook" offers...
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Oracle Database 10g Performance Tuning Tips & TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Maintain a High-Performance Oracle Database 10g Environment
 

Monitor, analyze, and optimize Oracle Database 10g using the tested methods and insider advice contained in this definitive volume. Written by Oracle Certified Master Richard Niemiec, Oracle Database 10g Performance Tuning Tips &...
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Python and AWS CookbookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you intend to use Amazon Web Services (AWS) for remote computing and storage, Python is an ideal programming language for developing applications and controlling your cloud-based infrastructure. This cookbook gets you started with more than two dozen recipes for using Python with AWS, based on the author’s boto library.
...
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BPEL and Java CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written by an SOA guru to help you orchestrate web services, the 100 recipes in this book will make integrating Java and BPEL a smooth process. Using the examples you'll avoid common problems and learn sophisticated techniques.


	Overview

	
		Easy-to-understand recipes for integrating Java and BPEL

...
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Adobe Photoshop for Underwater PhotographersAmherst Media, 2006

	In a matter of a few short years, the underwater digital camera went from a novelty item to the predominant method for taking underwater pictures. Never before has a technology advanced so rapidly. Thanks to digital, though, underwater  photography has evolved into a shootto-edit process. Rather than having to get each image just right...
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Intel Galileo Networking CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 50 recipes that will help you use the Intel Galileo board to build exciting network-connected projects


	About This Book

	
		Create networking applications using the Intel Galileo board
	
		Control your web-based projects in real time from anywhere in the world
	
		Connect to the...
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Mastering System Center Operations Manager 2007Sybex, 2007
Harness Microsoft's Powerful Server Management Tool
   If you're an IT professional, you're busy enough trying to manage multiple systems and stay proactive with the technology demands of today's fast-moving companies. System Center Operations Manager 2007 is designed to make your life easier—and this comprehensive book...
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Security MonitoringO'Reilly, 2009
How well does your enterprise stand up against today's sophisticated security threats? In this book, security experts from Cisco Systems demonstrate how to detect damaging security incidents on your global network--first by teaching you which assets you need to monitor closely, and then by helping you develop targeted strategies and pragmatic...
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Commitments of Traders : Strategies for Tracking the Market and Trading ProfitablyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	"Floyd has answered for many in this book a way to both understand and use the Commitment of Traders reports. In my thirty-five years as a registered broker and author of my own book, I find that at times someone takes a complex subject and makes it easier to understand. Floyd has done this with his book. Not only does he make...
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How To Do Everything With Your Pocket PC, 2nd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Make the most of your pocket PC with this hands-on easy-to-use resource.  Find out how to synch your pocket PC with your desktop computer, browse the Web, send instant messages, play games, and much more.     

       Get the most out of your Pocket PC and all its features and capabilities with this easy-to-follow resource. You'll learn...
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Microsoft Virtualization with Hyper-V: Manage Your Datacenter with Hyper-V, Virtual PC, Virtual Server, and Application VirtualizationMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Implement a Hyper-V virtualization solution

Microsoft Virtualization with Hyper-V shows you how to deploy Microsoft's next-generation hypervisor-based server virtualization technology in a corporate environment. You'll get step-by-step guidelines for getting Hyper-V up and running, followed by best practices for...
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Junos Enterprise Routing: A Practical Guide to Junos Routing and CertificationO'Reilly, 2011

	The world of enterprise routing with Juniper Networks devices is getting very
	exciting—new technologies, products, and network developments are making the enterprise
	network environment one of the most dynamic places to be. However, we, the
	authors, hope to focus that energy by providing you with a detailed and practical...
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